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CHAPTER 5 

CLOSING 

5.1 Conclution 

 An internship is a media that trains students to know the inside and outside 

of the world of work and also as a student media to apply the theory obtained 

during lectures into the scope of work. With the aim of preparing students to enter 

the actual scope of work. In addition, the internship is also a compulsory subject 

to obtain a Diploma degree at Darma Persada University. 

 The internship program carried out for three month, on April 4, 2022 until 

June 30, 2022. It feeels very meaningful for me. Because I can still absorb office 

sciences while carrying out an internship program and gain more experience 

working in Directorate General of Higher Education Research and Technology 

under of Ministry of Education .  

 During of intership in Directorate General of Higher Education Research 

and Technology under of Ministry of Education, there is the flow of the work : 

Entry briefing, membuat laporan pengajuan konten, breafing to talent social 

media,take the video ,edit the video, send to supervisor and if have revision saya 

lakukan revisi tersebut dan send sampai oke dan di share di tiktok. 

 Through this internship program, I can understand the real world of work 

which is very different from lectures but still sustainable. I can also understand the 
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concept of leadership in the real world of work, trained to work in teams, and 

know dress code in a work environment. 

5.2 Suggestion 

I do the internship program in Directorate General of Higher Education Research 

and Technology in the period of April 2022- June 2022. Many experiences that I 

gets during the internshi period. So, i wants to give some useful advice to other 

students. I hope in the next of the internship the next student can run it well and 

also this sugestion provides benefits for these students. The advuce is: 

1. Students who want to carry out an internship in a government or private 

agency, it would be nice if it is in accordance with the study program and 

its concentration in the alma mater where he studied. So the student can 

adapt more easily. 

2. Maintaining manners during carrying out internship activiteies ,because if 

not polite during the intrernship then it will affect the good name of the 

University and also will affect the internship program participant who 

wants to apply for an internship at the same agency. 

3. Internship participants must be active and initiative to do the work without 

waiting for orders form the supervisor and don’t feel afraid or worried 

because all the staff will always accompany and help when experience 

difficulties. 

4. Take advantage of this great opportunity and seek experience and 

information and new knowledge. Students are expected to not be ashamed 
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to ask questions during an internship regarding the work given, with a lot 

of question, it will quickly understand the tasks given by superiors. 

5. Be professional in order to create a conducive work atmosphere. One of 

the most important things is not to make an internship program only to 

qualify for graduation, but also to make it as valuable learning and 

experience in the future as a provision in the world of work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


